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CLEANING ACCESSORIES

CLEANING ACCESSORIES

Ballistol

universal oil
The universal oil - well-tried and unequalled! For maintaining metal, wood, leather,
rubber, synthetic material, skin, animals’ coat and much more. Ideally suited for
handicraft, industry, agriculture, household, gardening, vehicles, fishing, hunting
and shooting sports.

Product code
21010

size
50ml

21624

100ml

21723

200ml

roBla

Tested and unsurpassed also in the field of military use! What is good has got one
enemy – that which is better. This is the reason why Robla Solo was developed further
and replaced by Robla Solo MIL. On the basis of the excellent results of a series of tests
performed by the German Army’s Institute of Military Research, there followed the
decision to use Robla Solo MIL even with special units of the armed forces.

Product code

size

23536

65ml

schaftol

stock oil Bright
Our top quality special gun stock oil optimally conserves open pore wood, and thanks to the Gun
Stock Oil anti damp complex, protects it against weathering influences of all kind, particularly from
becoming stained or mottled. Only a small amount is enough to achieve the required success.
Schaftol Gun Stock Oil is only manufactured using high quality, pure, natural products according to
an age old tradition and the latest techniques. Schaftol Gun Stock Oil is also ideal for the treatment,
maintenance and the care of other woods, such as furniture or antiques.

Product code

colour

size

23814

Clear

50ml

23816

Dark

50ml

23817

Extra Dark

50ml

23818

Premium

50ml

23815

Reddish Brown

50ml

Bore tech

extreme grease

With a working temperature range of -95 to 2000 degrees F, this high
pressure strength grease extends part life and increases performance.
It’s petroleum based so it’s water resistant.

E&OE. Stock on hand may vary from product list. Special orders may require a waiting period.

Product code

size

BTCG-51001

1 oz

cleaning accessories

solo mil Barrel cleaner

Bore tech

Blast degreaser
This fast acting solvent formulation is designed for quick removal of oils, greases
and powder residues from all metal surfaces. This synthetic blend works on
the toughest oils and is great for cleaning and prepping metal surfaces before
finishing. Environmentally friendly and petroleum free.

Product code

size

BTCD-50015

10 oz

Bore tech

Designed to be used in conjunction with Bore Tech C4, Cu+2, and Eliminator
products, Chameleon Gel removes heavy carbon, copper, lead, moly, and plastic
fouling. Make multiple cleaning passes, just as you would with any cleaner,
and if the gel residue comes out blue/green, you still have copper fouling.

Product code

size

BTCK-40002

2 oz

Bore tech

carBon remover

The C4 Carbon Remover’s proprietary non-flamable, non-hazardous and 100%
biodegradable formulation relies on a sophisticated blend of surfactants, penetrants,
suspending agents and chemical action to remove stubborn carbon deposits. Ideal for
rifle barrels, bolt faces, flash suppressors, compensators, silencers, chamber throats,
revolver cylinders, gas pistons and any other place extreme carbon fouling is found.

Product code
BTCC-35004

size
40 oz

BTCC-35016

160 oz

Bore tech

teflon gun oil
Blend of lubricating oils, DuPont teflon fluorocarbon resin, additives, rust
preventatives. Additives for stability and to keep the teflon in suspension

E&OE. Stock on hand may vary from product list. Special orders may require a waiting period.

Product code

size

BTCO-14004

4 oz

cleaning accessories

chameleon gel

Bore tech

copper remover
Cu+2 Copper Remover from Bore Tech is 100% safe for chrome moly and stainless
steel, non-hazardous, odor free, biodegradable, ammonia and petroleum free. Cu+2
uses a 2 step process to remove copper fouling completely from the bore. Cu+2 also
contains a rust preventative which conditions the bore after cleaning.
Product code
BTCu-26004

size
40 oz

BTCu-26016

160 oz

Bore tech
eliminator

Product code
BTCE-25004

size
40 oz

BTCE-25016

160 oz

Bore tech
rimfire Blend

Bore Tech’s Rimfire Blend was specially developed for use in cleaning firearms exposed
high carbon, high lead conditions such as those used in cowboy action, shooting cast
bullets, and rimfire. The Rimfire Blend contains no amonia or offensive odors and is
100% biodegradable. This solvent penetrates and lifts fouling from the bore, reducing
the effort needed to clean the firearm.

Product code

size

BTCF-17004

40 oz

Bore tech

shotgun Blend
Bore Tech Shotgun Blend Bore Cleaning Solvent is formulated to remove plastic
and carbon deposits from barrels, forcing cones, chokes and choke tubes.

Technical Information: Bore Tech Shotgun Blend Bore Cleaning Solvent

Product code
BTCn-20016

size
40 oz

BTCn-20004

160 oz

Bore tech

shield rust prevention
The Bore Tech Shield Rust Preventative is a unique rust and corrosion
preventative designed to withstand the most extreme conditions. Its
specially designed formula displaces moister and provides a dry, longterm barrier against rust and corrosion for all metals.

E&OE. Stock on hand may vary from product list. Special orders may require a waiting period.

Product code

size

BTCP-12008

4 oz

cleaning accessories

One of the fastest, easiest and safest ways to clean a gun, Eliminator will eliminate the
need for other special cleaners on the bench. Works for rimfire, centerfire and shotgun
barrels, this cleaner works in a two step process, the first one changes the electric
configuration of the copper and the second step acts as a magnet to remove virtually
all copper and prevents it from rebedding into the barrel. non-toxic, non-flammable
chemical is petroleum and ammonia free.

Bore tech

proof positive Bore stix

Product code

size

length

BSTX-2240-00

22 cal

40 inch

BSTX-2244-00

22 cal

44 inch

BSTX-2236-RF

22 cal

36 inch

BSTX-5044-00

416 - 50 cal

44 inch

BSTX-6644-00

6mm - 270 cal

44 inch

BSTX-7344-00

7mm - 30 cal

44 inch

BSTX-7348-00

7mm - 30 cal

48 inch

Bore tech
v-stix

Bore Tech is proud to introduce, the new Bore Tech V-STIX™ cleaning rod line. The
new V-STIX™ cleaning rods are packed with all the features, quality and performance
that you have come to expect from Bore Tech. The V-STIX™ ergonomically designed
ball bearing handle is color coded to provide quick and easy caliber recognition. The
advanced handle design is large enough to fit your hand but small enough not to
interfere with a rifle stock.

E&OE. Stock on hand may vary from product list. Special orders may require a waiting period.

Product code

size

length

BSVX-1740-00

17 - 20 cal

40 inch

BSVX-2230-00

22 cal - 6.5mm

30 inch

BSVX-2236-00

22 cal - 6.5mm

36 inch

BSVX-2240-00

22 cal - 6.5mm

40 inch

BSVX-2244-00

22 cal - 6.5mm

44 inch

BSVX-6644-00

270 cal +

44 inch

cleaning accessories

Bore Tech’s BORE STIX™ feature the only true ball bearing handles in the industry.
This allows for effortless motion and precise following of the barrel’s rifling. Translation:
BORE STIX provide effective cleaning and eliminate the frustrating issue of having jags
and brushes unscrew. Our ergonomically designed handles offer a comfort grip,
non-slip foam that also inhibits damage to the rifle stock.

Bore tech

proof positive patch jag

Traditional brass jags contain over 60% copper in their composition resulting in the
blue copper fouling color on your patch when no copper is present in the bore. By
eliminating brass one can effectively determine when a rifle bore is truly copper
free and reduce wasted patches, chemical and cleaning time.
The Proof-Positive jag line features a proprietary alloy that is as soft as brass but
exerts an exceptional tensile strength to prevent bending and snapping under the
force of a tight patch.

Product code

size

BTAJ-17-00

17 cal

BTAJ-22-CF

22 cal C/F

BTAJ-22-RF

22 cal R/F

BTAJ-06-00

243 cal / 6mm

BTAJ-65-00

25 cal / 6.5mm

BTAJ-27-00

270 cal

BTAJ-30-00

30 cal

BTAJ-338-00

338 cal

BTAJ-35-00

35 cal / 9mm

BTAJ-375-00

375 cal

BTAJ-416-00

416 cal

BTAJ-45-00

44 cal / 45 cal

BTAJ-50-00

50 cal

BTAJ-07-00

7mm

BTAP-38-00

Pistol 38 cal / 9mm

BTAP-40-00

Pistol 40 cal / 10mm

BTAP-45-00

Pistol 44 cal / 45 cal

Bore tech

Bore mop

Product code

size

BTMG-22240

22 cal

BTMG-24270

24 -27 cal

BTMG-30350

30 - 35 cal

BTMG-35400

35 - 40 cal

BTMG-40450

40 - 45 cal

BTMG-50510

50 cal

Bore tech

chamBer mop

Product code

size

BTMC-300-00

Small

BTMC-200-00

Medium

BTMC-100-00

Large

Bore tech
Bore Tech Bore Cleaning Mops are made of 100% cotton. These mops
can be used to apply solvents or rust preventing agents to the bore
as well as polishing and removing excess solvents/debris instead of
using several patches. These mops are made with the same attention
to quality and detal that Bore Tech uses making their brushes and jags.
This is a must have in any shotgunner's range box.
E&OE. Stock on hand may vary from product list. Special orders may require a waiting period.

shotgun mop

Product code

size

BTMS-12160

12 - 16 gauge

BTMS-20280

20 - 28 gauge

BTMS-41001

410 gauge

cleaning accessories

These jags are specifically engineered to provide superior cleaning and function.
Each jag is precision machined to strict tolerances in order to work flawlessly and
provide true, concentric pressure on the barrel surface.

Bore tech

BoreTechs double wound Brass Brushes are known for being the finest
brushes available. This is due to the superior construction and engineered
features incorporated into the brush. Our premium Brass Bore Brushes
have twice the amount of phosphorous bronze (brass) bristles compared
to the competition, resulting in double the ‘scrubbing action’ and faster to
the end. This attention to details is necessary to produce an effective, long
lasting, high quality Brass Bore Brush for your rifle.

Product code

size

Quantity

BTBR-17-003

17 cal

3 pack

BTBR-20-003

20 cal

3 pack

BTBR-22-003

22 cal

3 pack

BTBR-25-003

25 cal

3 pack

BTBR-27-003

27 cal

3 pack

BTBR-03-003

30 cal

3 pack

BTBR-338-003

338 cal

3 pack

BTBR-35-003

35 cal

3 pack

BTBR-38-003

357 / 38 / 9mm

3 pack

BTBR-375-003

357 cal

3 pack

BTBR-45-003

45 cal

3 pack

BTBR-50-003

50 cal

3 pack

BTBR-65-003

6.5mm

3 pack

BTBR-06-003

6mm

3 pack

BTBR-07-003

7mm

3 pack

BTBR-08-003

8mm

3 pack

Bore tech

proof positive nylon Brush

Bore Tech’s Proof Positive nylon Bore Brushes have twice the amount of
bristles compared to the competition, resulting in double the scrubbing
action and faster cleaning. These brushes feature oversized bristles for extra
rigidity and non-brass cores and couplers which prevent false indication of
copper fouling remaining in your bore.

Product code

size

Quantity

BTnR-22-003

22 cal

3 pack

BTnR-07-003

270 cal / 7mm

3 pack

BTnR-30-003

30 cal

3 pack

BTnR-375-003

375 cal

3 pack

BTnR-41-03

41 / 416 / 10mm cal

3 pack

BTnR-45-003

44 / 45 cal

3 pack

BTnR-50-003

50 cal

3 pack

BTnR-65-003

6.5mm

3 pack

BTnR-06-003
BTGB-83000

6mm

3 pack

17 - 20 cal / 22 - 50 cal

3 pack

Bore tech

shotgun Wire Brush
Our premium wire shot gun brushes have twice the amount of phosphorous bronze
(brass) bristles compared to the competition resulting in double the “scrubbing
action” and faster cleaning. Each brush core is cold welded to the coupler and the
brush bristles are filled to the end. This attention to detail is necessary to produce
an effective, long lasting, high quality wire shot gun brush for your shotgun.

Product code

size

BTSB-12-100

12 gauge

BTWB-20-200

20 gauge

Bore tech

spiral shotgun Brush
Since the beginning Bore Tech has been making premium firearm accessories
for serious shooters. They strive to excel in form, fit, function, quality, and
value. With an extreme dedication to quality control they are a force to be
reckoned with in a crowded field.

E&OE. Stock on hand may vary from product list. Special orders may require a waiting period.

Product code

size

BTSB-12-100

12 gauge

cleaning accessories

Brass Brush

Bore tech
shotgun jag
This nylon cleaning jag applies pressure on the patch to hold it against the inside of the
barrel. Bore Tech recommends 3.5” patches for 10 to 20 gauge and 2.75” patches for
28 and 410 bore shotguns.

Product code

size

BTSG-100-12

12 gauge

BTSG-100-20

20 gauge

BTSG-100-410

410 gauge

Bore tech

Bore Tech’s adjustable Bore Guide is more economical version of Bore Tech’s Patch
guide. It is a necessary tool for proper cleaning and protection of your firearms. These
guides effectively align your cleaning rod with the bore to prevent unnecessary wear to
your firearm and cleaning rod. Three separate, colour coded guides cover .17 to .416
cal and fit most popular centrefire rifle actions.

Product code
BTBG-0100-00

colour
Gold

size
17-25 cal

BTBG-0200-00

Red

25-30 cal

BTBG-0300-00

Green

8mm - 416 cal

Bore tech
patch hog

This is where it all began, with the invention of the PATCh hOG. Bore Tech’s Patented
and revolutionary PATCh hOG™ patch and solvent collection system is a unique and
safe product developed to eliminate the mess and odors associated with firearm
cleaning. The Patch hog simple slips over the muzzle end of any firearm and securely
fastens itself via a non-scratching, think rubber star washer.

Product code

size

Quantity

BTPh-1000

Fits all

Single

Bore tech

round cotton patch

Bore Tech’s X-Count patches are the highest quality, 100% cotton flannel,
double napped (on both sides), non-fraying money can buy. These patches
offer the maximum solvent absorption and cleaning capabilities possible.
X-Count Patches comes in variety of square and round sizes to allow proper
fit depending on cleaning styles and preferences. All patches are correctly
sized to work with Bore Tech Jags and other jags.
E&OE. Stock on hand may vary from product list. Special orders may require a waiting period.

Product code

size

Quantity

BTPT-112-R1000

1-1/2 inch

1000 pack

BTPT-112-R250

1-1/2 inch

250 pack

BTPT-112-R500

1-1/2 inch

500 pack

BTPT-114-R1000

1-1/4 inch

1000 pack

BTPT-114-R250

1-1/4 inch

250 pack

BTPT-114-R500

1-1/4 inch

500 pack

BTPT-212-R250

2-1/2 inch

250 pack

BTPT-212-R500

2-1/2 inch

500 pack

BTPT-243-R250

2-3/4 inch

250 pack

BTPT-2-R1000

2 inch

1000 pack

BTPT-2-R250

2 inch

250 pack

BTPT-2-R500

2 inch

500 pack

BTPT-312-R250

3-1/2 inch

250 pack

BTPT-312-R500

3-1/2 inch

500 pack

cleaning accessories

Bore guide rod

